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LEATHER FRESH – COLOUR TONING AND REPAIR SYSTEMS 

For use on sealed on finished leather, that is, leather with a protective top coat.  Not for use on suede, nubuck or open 
pore leather. 

Leather that is worn has light surface cracking or is faded and damaged, can now easily be restored and re-coloured 
to its original look, feel and colour.  Whether it is a favourite armchair, a lounge suite that has seen better days or the 
drivers seat of your car that is showing signs of wear. 

Leather Fresh is a water based, easy to use leather toning system.   It seals and colours scuffs, scratches, abrasions, 
surface wear and fading.   

With each application of Leather Fresh applied to the damaged area, the darker the colour becomes, allowing you to 
match to the existing leather colour with ease. 

FOR BEST RESULTS USE THE PRODUCT IN TEMPERATURES LESS THAN 20oC 

Step 1 
Cover Floor or carpeting before applying Leather Fresh to avoid spill damage or staining. 

Step 2 
First vacuum the item to remove dust, crumbs or grit. 

Step 3 
Clean areas to be repaired with Colourlock Leather Cleaner. 

Step 4 
Wipe down areas to be re-coloured with methylated spirits.  This will help remove any fats, wax, oils or grease build 
up.  Pay close attention to head and hand/arm rests, and other locations that have skin and body contact. 

Step 5 
If the area to be coloured feels a bit rough due to wear or cracking, sand lightly with smooth sandpaper – 600-800 
grit. 

Step 6 
Any deep cracks or larger abrasions can be filled or resurfaced with Liquid Leather.  Use Liquid Leather to seal 
abraded or worn areas after applying the first coat of Leather Fresh.  Squeeze a small amount under loose flaps, 
scratches or scuffs, then push flat. 
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Step 7 
Shake the Leather Fresh bottle thoroughly.  Apply a little colour to the sponge supplied and start in an inconspicuous 
area, applying the colour with a circular motion and massaging the colour into the cracks and worn areas.  Never 
pour Leather Fresh directly on to the leather as it will result in uneven colour.  Leather Fresh dries after about 10 
minutes, or you can aid drying with a hair dryer or heat gun on a low setting.  After the first application is dry, a light 
sanding may be required to smooth the surface.  Now apply a second coat of Leather Fresh using a light even action, 
avoiding stripe marks, using the same circular motion.  If streaking occurs, a light wipe with meths will remove the 
streaks.   

Repeat the process until the colour is even.  If some spots are difficult to cover, dab the Leather Fresh with the sponge 
and dry with a hair dryer or heat gun.   

Clean spills immediately with warm water. 

Step 8 
Once Leather Fresh is dry, apply Leather Shield protector to seal and protect the leather.  Leather shield leaves a nice 
silky feel and uses nano technology buffering the leather with millions of tiny balls to give your leather extra surface 
protection.  This is especially important in high contact areas. 
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